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Those Who Beat the Odds: 
THE FOUR SEASONS: Carl Johnson, 

Dominic Pirrello, Christopher Harvey, 
Erik W. Johnson, Brett Bolen, Travis Bryant

THE KUNG FU GAMERS: John Sederquist,
Bryan Andrewski, Tom Caudron, 
William Wise, Roy Mills, Daren Geremia

THE SHORT BUS GAMERS: Bill Flather, 
Chris A. Stephens, Kevin D. Stephens, 
Tom Tullis, Kevin Buntin, Dan Massek, 
Mike Romano, William Herron 

RESERVOIR DOGS: Vinnie, Reaver, Quickstrike
and Scantum – you know who you are!

DISCORDIAN STRIKE FORCE: 
Jeremy Knue, Major Ruckus, General Dissent,
Colonel Sybarite

GEN CON XCRAWL TOURNAMENT 2006
WINNERS: 

SURGICAL STRIKE: Sean Nokes, Steven Yap,
Jennifer McPherson, Nicholas Peterson,
Michael Pisarsky (Farscape? Far Out?
Rimshot? *sigh*), Marceille Stanley, 
Kristi Pisarsky

Special Thanks: Lori, Duane and Micki, the F&F
crew, B and V, the Fat Dragon Crew, Sean Nokes,
Ruth Lampi, Jessica Van Oort, Deuce and Shadow
Pimp, The Game Closet Xcrawl Crew in Waco,
Adrian Pommier, Harely Moterscootin Stroh, 
Sir Joseph Goodman

Omni Armor was totally Sean Nokes’ idea! 
The Roulette Room was totally Duane Waldrop’s

idea! Bow down before them! 
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Once again it’s time for the game that
made PETA protest against cruelty
to owlbears – Xcrawl! Las Vegas Crawl

XII, 4703 is a light-hearted yet challenging
adventure for 5-7 characters of levels 6-8. 

Las Vegas and Xcrawl have had a long his-
tory. The Emperor, in a vain attempt to curb
the illegal gambling that pervades aristo-
cratic culture, decreed that Las Vegas would
be the only city in the Empire that would
permit legalized gambling. This made Duke
Sanchez of Las Vegas an extremely rich man
in a very short period of time. The nobility
love to play with their money, and Xcrawl
gives them a perfect opportunity – there are
many angles to bet and lots of interesting
outcome possibilities. So soon after gam-
bling was legalized in the City, the first Las
Vegas Crawl was commissioned, and its DJ
was Outrageous Fortune. 

DJ Outrageous Fortune is a rarity amongst
Xcrawl DJs – he is a fair competitor who fo-
cuses on creating a spectacular show and an
interesting contest rather than killing adven-
turers. Behind the scene rumors have it that

killing characters throws him into terrible
fits of depression, so he avoids it whenever
possible.

Outrageous Fortune is fun loving, gregari-
ous, easygoing, ribald, and a genuinely nice
guy. He loves creature comforts, enjoys fame
and fortune, and appreciates courage and
heroism. Where many Xcrawl DJs are bor-
derline personalities, Outrageous Fortune is
a relatively well-adjusted adult whose stage
personality isn’t so far from his real one.
Dame Linda Leibrock offered him DJ status
during his run as the host of the extraordi-
narily popular TV game show, Diamonds or
Bust. Honored by the recognition, Outra-
geous Fortune accepted the noblewoman’s
offer before he had any idea what an Xcrawl
DJ actually did. After a few tentative failures,
Las VegasCrawl IV was a huge ratings suc-
cess that captured the imagination of fans
and crawlers alike. Fortune, now a spry 53,
kept his dungeon commission longer than
any DJ other than Herobane himself, a
record that is not likely to change in the fore-
seeable future. 
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XCRAWL?
DOES THAT MEAN I MAKE UP A STEAM MECH?

You wish! In Xcrawl characters take the roles of superstar athletes taking their chances
in a live on pay-per-view death sport, Xcrawl. Xcrawl is short for Extreme Dungeon
Crawl. The game is simple: the Dungeon Judge, or DJ, creates an artificial dungeon
under controlled, but still potentially lethal, conditions. He designs the maze, stocks
it with traps, secret doors, monsters, and treasure and prizes. The characters must go
through the dungeon and fulfill whatever conditions the DJ puts forth in order to win.
These conditions usually include defeating all the monsters, finding keys or other 
hidden items, bypassing obstacles, rescuing “captives,” and the like. DJs have a great
deal of leeway in creating their dungeon. but most play fairly – DJs that make their
dungeons too difficult, or too easy, do not get invited back. 

Xcrawl is a sport and the challenges are manufactured, but the danger is nonetheless
real. If you die, you die. There are no second chances. Citizens of the North American
Empire tune in every week to watch their favorite characters get gored, trampled, 
dismembered, and disemboweled. And the nations hunger for blood and mayhem
grows with every contest.
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